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External factors, both positive and negative,
have had a major impact on the group’s
performance and hence its valuation in the
past six years. The main reasons for this are:
>> The sensitivity of the Vehicle Import,
Distribution and Dealerships division to
movements in the rand exchange rate in
relation to the major currencies in which
its vehicle imports are denominated;
and its cyclical exposure to new vehicle
sales in its major area of operation,
South Africa.
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Imperial’s businesses operate in
diverse geographies, industries
and markets with different
socio-economic, political,
regulatory and technological
profiles. The complex interplay of
opportunities and threats within
these environments must be
addressed with strategies that
ensure robust competitive
positions.
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OUR OPERATING
CONTEXT

FOREIGN BUSINESS OPERATING
PROFIT AS A PERCENTAGE
OF GROUP (%)
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>> The relative size of the group’s domestic
businesses, which in 2015 equated to
63% and 68% of revenue and operating
profit respectively, makes the group
susceptible to the deterioration in the
South African macro-economic and
socio-political environment.
To address these factors, the group’s
strategy has focused on diversifying its
income streams.
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The group has penetrated the vehicle value
chain to create defensive annuity income that
is less cyclical, specifically from vehiclerelated financial services. Furthermore, it has
employed the cash flows generated by its
vehicle businesses to grow the logistics
operations in higher-growth economies in
the rest of Africa and outside the continent,
predominantly in Europe.
NON-VEHICLE BUSINESSES
OPERATING PROFIT
AS A PERCENTAGE OF GROUP (%)
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The group’s performance has also been
adversely affected by:
>> The low commodity price cycle, which
constrains activity in the consumer and
industrial markets we operate in and
increases the cost sensitivity of our clients;
>> The threat of terrorism destabilising the
group’s key African markets, specifically
Kenya and Nigeria; and
>> A slower than expected economic
recovery in the Eurozone.
Although the contribution of the non-South
African businesses has grown steadily, it has
not been sufficient to shield the group from
the economic headwinds in South Africa in
the last few years and, specifically, the
dramatic margin contraction in the Vehicle
Import, Distribution and Dealerships division,
due mainly to the weakening rand.
The South African operating context has
been characterised by mounting socio-political
challenges, which have compounded the poor
performance of the domestic economy.
Negative factors have included low and
slowing economic growth, a volatile and
steadily depreciating currency, high and rising
unemployment, excessive consumer debt,

violent social and labour unrest, an increasing
regulatory burden, a scarcity of skills, high
rates of crime and corruption, and electricity
shortages. The pressure on consumers, and
the impediments to the business environment
and the flow of direct foreign investment,
have seen consumer and business confidence
at 10- and 15-year lows, and have resulted in
downgrades to the country’s sovereign debt
ratings.
The group’s non-South African
operations have operated in varying
external circumstances. In most sub-Saharan
Africa countries improving gross domestic
product, urbanisation and increasing
consumption off a low base have contributed
to higher rates of growth relative to South
Africa, which is expected to continue over the
medium to long term. Currently, however,
this potential is being dampened in Nigeria
and Kenya by violent political activism and
terrorism. Europe and the United Kingdom
have continued to recover from a stubborn
recession, but at a sluggish pace. Businessspecific rather than external factors have
determined the progress of the group’s
operations in South America, Australia and
the United States, which remain small.

